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A Tutorial for the FaultLine Video-over-IP Network Monitor 
 

This tutorial will demonstrate how you to use FaultLine to monitor Video-over-IP Transport Streams to ensure the 

video and audio quality, and to identify the causes of video and audio impairments.  

In order to use this tutorial, you should have already installed the “Run From File” demo version of FaultLine 

(currently FaultLineDemo_v2.0.exe) on your PC.  This demo version of FaultLine is limited to analyzing captured 

data files (Wireshark pcap files); but other than that, it is fully functional. Once you start FaultLine you will see the 

main “Overview” screen. 

 

The Network Overview is a summary of the Transport Streams seen by FaultLine.  As soon as FaultLine sees Video-

over-IP Transport Streams, either on a network or in a captured data file, it starts analyzing and categorizing to 

show very important data about those video streams.  It determines: 

• Active  Transport Streams  

• Active Programs  

• Active Program IDs (“PID”s)  

• Variable Bit Rate (VBR) versus Constant Bit Rate (CBR) Transport Streams 

• Multi-program (MP) versus Single-Program (SP) Transport Streams 

• High-Definition (HD) versus Standard-Definition (SD) versus Picture-in-Picture (PIP) versus Non-Video (Still 

Picture) Video Streams   

• Types of Video and Audio Compression types  

And FaultLine shows all of this information at the click of a single button! 
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But before you click that button, notice the pie charts that show the various types of Video and Audio 

Compression that FaultLine analyzes.  When a user first opens the FaultLine application, FaultLine shows these 

two demonstration pie charts: 

 

The purpose of these sample pie charts is demonstrate that FaultLine analyzes and supports all types of video and 

audio compression, not just MPEG-2. 

We are going to run from a sample data file that is representative of traffic on operational Video-over-IP 

distribution networks. To do so, click on the “Run” item in the menu 

bar, then select “From File…” 

This brings up FaultLine’s file selection dialog box.  Navigate to where 

the installation program installed a sample data file (C:\Program 

Files\Certus Digital FaultLine Demo) and you will see: 

 

Select the capture file named “FaultLine Demo.pcap” and then click on the “Open” button.  FaultLine will open the 

capture file and start analyzing all of the Video-over-IP Transport Streams: 
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Focus your attention on the “Network Overview” information pane at the bottom of the screen.  Upon starting 

the run, FaultLine determines that there are: 

• 4 active Transport Streams  

• 4 Active Programs 

• 24 active PIDs 

• 2 CBR Streams  

• 2 VBR Streams  

• 4 streams are SPTSs (Single-Program  Transport Streams) 

• 2 HD Video Streams 

• 1 SD Video Stream 

• 1 Non-Video (still picture) Video Stream 

FaultLine also determines that half of the video streams are compressed using H.264 and half using MPEG-2.  We 

also find that, while 75% of the audio streams are compressed using the ubiquitous AC3 algorithm, oddly enough 

one of the audio streams is compressed with MPEG-1: 
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FaultLine is a very flexible and powerful statistical analysis tool with literally hundreds of configuration options.  

But to simplify things, FaultLine now comes with a completely automated “Auto-Configuration Wizard.”  Let’s try 

it out and see how simple it really is to use this sophisticated monitoring tool. 

While FaultLine has always supported the concept of “Channel Groups” enabling you to group like Video-over-IP 

Transport Streams together and see their statistics as a whole, until now you had to manually create and maintain 

those groupings.  If you neglect to do so, the results you see in the Group Overview look like: 

 

All of the channels end up in a single Channel Group named “Unassigned” with no differentiation between the 

results shown for that Channel Group and those shown for “Totals.”  But we are going to change all of that right 

now! 

Click on the “Run Auto-Config” magic wand icon on the 

toolbar:  

 

This brings up the Auto-Configuration Wizard dialog: 
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There are a lot of powerful capabilities in this wizard that you can use, but for now just accept all of the defaults 

by clicking “Next” through the first three pages and then click “Finish” on the last page.    The great thing about 

the wizard is that as soon as you click that “Finish” button on the last page, FaultLine automatically re-runs from 

the last data source and immediately shows the results of the auto-configuration process. 

 

Notice the “Group Overview”: 

  

 

FaultLine automatically created three Channel Groups based upon the traffic it observed, “H.264 Video AC3 Audio 

HD,”  “MPEG2 Video AC3 Audio non-video,” and “MPEG2 Video MPEG1 Audio SD.”   

Let’s take a closer look at the “MPEG2 Video AC3 Audio non-video” channels.  To see what these are, click on the 

“MPEG2-TS Video” tab: 
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This shows FaultLine’s detailed statistics for all of your Video-over-IP Transport Streams: 

 

But we are not interested in all of the channels right now, just those in the group labeled “MPEG2 Video AC3 

Audio non-video” so we are going to filter the streams shown here down to only those in that Channel Group by 

clicking on the “All Channels”: 
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Now the “MPEG2-TS Video” view only shows the Transport Streams in the selected Channel Group: 

 

But we still want to answer the question:  what is this “non-video” channel?  Look at the “Stream Details” area on 

the right side of the view: 
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This is where all of the statistics for the currently selected Transport Stream are displayed.  But start by looking at 

the two throughput “gas” gauges: 

 

Check the video throughput.  The throughput rates for MPEG2-compressed video streams range from a low of 

about 1 Mbps for a Picture-in-Picture (PIP) video stream to as high as 40 Mbps for an HD video stream.  So a video 

stream with 0.26 Mbps is not a normal MPEG2 video stream; it turns out this “Video-over-IP” stream is actually a 

broadcast radio stream accompanied by still video images.  And FaultLine figured that all out automatically! 
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The latest version of FaultLine also includes a new measurement view called “Diagnosis”: 

 

Clicking on this tab brings up the new “Diagnosis” view: 

 

FaultLine is only showing the set of Transport Streams that have experienced errors so far.  Note that only two 

streams are experiencing problems. This list can also be filtered by Channel Group, just as we filtered the streams 

in the “MPEG2-TS Video” view.  Filter the 

view to only show the errors in streams 

present in the “MPEG2 Video MPEG1 Audio 

SD” Channel Group: 
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Now the “Diagnosis” view shows us a single Transport Stream.  When you click on a Transport Stream in the far 

left pane, the center pane shows all of the errors that FaultLine has seen for just that one individual Transport 

Stream. 

In this case we can see that this unusual MPEG1 encoded audio stream has experienced number of jitter errors: 
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Click on one of the errors in the center pane and FaultLine will not only tell you the details of that error but also 

the wider network context in which it occurred.  The “Analysis” panel on the far right provides detailed 

information on the cause of the problem: 

 

Not only is FaultLine giving you details about each error, but it also indicates whether that error was restricted to 

a single stream, restricted to a single Channel Group, or network-wide, and then indicates how to start fixing the 

problem! 


